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Abstract

We will ultimately arrive at a new economic, monetary and political order with 
stronger governance from the centre, i.e. the European Commission. The Lisbon 
Treaty has to be rewritten, to allow for more political integration. This is imperative 
for the Economic and Monetary Union to remain intact. As a short-term solution to 
this crisis, the ECB has to make better and swifter use of its instruments to deter 
speculation. By being ambiguous about the rules concerning collateral in the money 
market, it can be leading in the non-cooperative game against speculators. In the 
long term, the Stability and Growth Pact has to be thoroughly reformed: we need 
better economic governance by giving more power to the European Commission in 
enforcing the new rules. This will lead to better enforcement of the new SGP rules, 
using all means necessary. Sovereignty over fiscal policy has to be partly given up 
by individual member countries. This will make politicians able to commit 
themselves to correct enforcement of the Excessive Deficit Procedure. As always in 
Europe, a crisis has been necessary to make at more rigorous reform possible. Let 
us hope that European heads of state and government have the political will to 
follow through these recommendations and make the euro area a more integrated 
Economic and Monetary Union under well-functioning economic governance.
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1. Introduction

The Lisbon Treaty gives a legal framework for enhanced euro area economic 
coordination, in particular as more decisions may be taken only by the members of 
the euro area. As regards coordination between fiscal and monetary policy the Treaty 
is quite clear and no formal ex ante coordination can take place as the European 
Central Bank (ECB) is independent in achieving its mandate of price stability. 

Based on past experiences as regards the implementation of the Stability and 
Growth Pact (SGP), the economic surveillance of the economic polices of the Member 
States, the handling of the support mechanism for Greece and suggestions put 
forward by the European Commission on May 12th in its Communication on enhanced 
economic coordination and surveillance, this briefing paper puts forward the main 
recommendations for a future framework for economic coordination in the euro area 
and the issues the task force established by the European Council in March 2010 
should focus upon.

In what follows, I will first briefly describe the problems at hand, and the temporary 
solutions that have been implemented, in Section 2. Section 3 will then present two 
recommendations, one for the short term and another for the long term, to enhance 
the functioning of the euro area, the ECB and the SGP. Section 4 concludes.

2. Overview: problems and solutions until now

The crisis concerning Greece surfaced when speculators drove up the yields on Greek 
(and consequently also Portuguese, Spanish, Italian and Irish) bonds to levels last 
seen years before the introduction of the euro in 1999. To fend off the danger of a 
Greek default and possible contagious effects towards the abovementioned countries 
and European banks, EU leaders convened and put together a rescue package for 
Greece. This has been a painstakingly slow process full of bumps, which first led to a 
rescue package of 45 billion euro and ultimately led to a joint EU and IMF effort on 
May 2nd, totalling € 110 billion for Greece to access under strict conditions of fiscal 
and structural reform. A week later, the EU and the IMF again convened and took 
swift action to prevent a European-wide fiscal crisis. They set up a stabilisation fund 
of € 720 billion for Europe, totalling € 500 billion from the EU and an additional € 220 
billion pledged by the IMF. 

Meanwhile, the ECB resorted to indirect monetary financing by buying up 
government bonds. Albeit sterilised, this intervention is against the spirit of the 
Maastricht Treaty. However, the ECB did remain ambiguous about how much bonds 
would be bought. This made speculators’ positions worth significantly less. 
Furthermore, the German government instated a ban on short selling to limit 
speculation as Chancellor Angela Merkel argued that speculators were to blame for 
this crisis. As will be argued below, this is not a good idea.

These measures, and especially the ban on short selling, diverted attention from the 
real problems at hand. As the European Commission notes in its May communication 
on reinforcing economic policy coordination, the challenges facing the European 
economy have been revealed: there are large fiscal imbalances between Member 
States, insufficient fiscal consolidation and a persistent lack of competitiveness 
(mainly for Southern European countries). The situation in Greece has alerted 
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financial markets and politicians to these urgent problems, as the Commission itself 
states: “[t]he exceptional combination in Greece of lax fiscal policy, inadequate 
reaction to mounting imbalances, structural weaknesses and statistical misreporting 
led to an unprecedented sovereign debt crisis.” The Commission continues to state 
that the surveillance mechanism of the SGP needs to be resolutely strengthened and 
that appropriate tools are necessary to manage crisis situations in the euro area. I 
will assess this proposal in Section 3.

To conclude this overview, I will review the ad hoc solutions that have been put in 
place, and argue why these definitely do not suffice. First, the ban on naked short 
selling ban does not help in deterring speculation, especially not when it is unilateral. 
As has become apparent, speculation continues outside of Germany’s financial 
markets. Furthermore, blaming speculators and trying to punish them is diverting 
attention from the necessary reforms of EMU. An effective measure for deterring 
speculation has been the ECB’s buying up sovereign bonds, thereby punishing 
speculators for their open positions. However, although the ECB is ambiguous about 
the amount of bonds to be bought, this form of monetary financing is only 
temporary. As has been argued by Axel Weber, President of the Deutsche 
Bundesbank, engaging too much in buying government bonds may be a danger to 
the ECB’s political independence and thus its credibility as an inflation-fighter. In the 
most extreme case, it could also constitute a danger for ECB’s financial 
independence, for example is case the ECB’s bond buying results in a financial loss. 
Finally, both the actions by the ECB and the European Stabilisation Fund only buys 
European economies time for necessary reforms. On top of that, the European 
Stabilisation Fund will not be administered independently by the European 
Commission, but individual Member States still have a veto about access to the fund. 
Moreover, the details on for example how the money will be put together and 
whether all the euro area countries would contribute have not been decided yet. This 
is very significant as the devil is, as always, in the detail.

For the abovementioned reasons, more rigorous changes need to be made to the 
structure of EMU. In the next section, I will set out what these are and how they 
should be implemented.

3. Recommendations for the reform of the Economic 
and Monetary Union

In the short term, the ECB can deter speculation by using the instruments it already 
has at its disposal. Until now, it has only bought government bonds; as noted above, 
this cannot be more than just a temporary measure. However, the ECB can use its 
money market policy, or more specifically: the rules on collateral that is allowed for 
money market lending. These rules comprise the maturity of the collateral assets, 
the haircut imposed on the collateral value and the allotment of liquidity based on 
this collateral. The key is to be ambiguous about these rules. 

In the context of game theory, this is a non-cooperative game between the ECB and 
speculators. To deter further dangerous speculation in the euro area, the ECB should 
be leading. The only way to lead is by being ambiguous about the money market 
policy in the short term, although its long term goal is clear: price stability.
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In the long term, the Stability and Growth Pact clearly has to be reformed 
thoroughly. The European Commission has already posted some recommendations to 
this end. First, better ex ante coordination has to lead to increased effectiveness of 
Stability and Convergence programmes by more effective, integrated surveillance 
and better peer review of fiscal policies. Furthermore, more attention should be 
given to public debt and long-term fiscal sustainability. Finally, better incentives and 
sanctions should be put in place to make Member States comply with the rules of the 
SGP. This can be accomplished by, for instance, imposing interest-bearing deposits 
when rules are breached, setting conditions for access to EU funds and improving the 
speed and rigor of breach treatment.

However, these recommendations do not go far enough. A large part of the 
enforcement problem in the current Economic and Monetary Union is formed by 
politicians. To begin with, they were not acting boldly enough in the run-up to the 
crisis. In the last few weeks they have been making various unfunded statements, 
especially about the ECB and speculation. This has only worsened the crisis, and 
seriously impaired the process of enforcement and resolution. The problem is that 
politicians cannot commit to the necessary enhancement of the SGP’s enforcement 
pillar: the sinners will have to judge their own sins! This problem has already 
occurred in 2005, when Germany, France and Italy breached the deficit limit, but 
were not punished. Therefore, further economic coordination needs political reform: 
the responsibility for coordinating and enforcing fiscal policy must go to the European 
Commission, most notably the Directorate General for Economic and Financial Affairs 
(DG ECFIN). 

Five years ago, a similar kind reform of the SGP has been proposed by Buti et al. 
(2005). However, it has not been followed through by veto of the same three 
countries mentioned above. I have repeated this recommendation in March of this 
year in my advice to the European Parliament concerning Greece. The validity of this 
recommendation has become even clearer during the last few weeks, and has been 
recognized by former ECB Executive Board Member Tommaso Padoa-Schioppa. It 
ultimately means that European leaders have to commit themselves to further 
integration by giving up part of their sovereignty about fiscal policy. This will lead to 
tighter enforcement of the rules using both economic and political tools. The big 
question is, however, whether Europe’s leaders have the political courage to move 
towards political integration of the euro area.

Finally, this political reform has to be coupled with structural reforms. Large trade 
imbalances within the euro area have to be resolved. Greece, Portugal, Spain and 
Ireland have to regain competitiveness by reforming their labour markets, thereby 
cutting costs and improving productivity. This has to be accompanied by an increase 
demand for their products from Northern European countries to reduce trade 
imbalances. Additionally, private spending and saving has to be brought back in line, 
restoring financial balance. Together, these reforms must lead to growth in the euro 
area. Austerity is not the answer to resolving this crisis, although credible fiscal 
adjustment has to take place.
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4. Conclusion

We will ultimately arrive at a new economic, monetary and political order with 
stronger governance from the centre, i.e. the European Commission. The Lisbon 
Treaty has to be rewritten, to allow for more political integration. This is imperative 
for the Economic and Monetary Union to remain intact.

As a short-term solution to this crisis, the ECB has to make better and swifter use of 
its instruments to deter speculation. By being ambiguous about the rules concerning 
collateral in the money market, it can be leading in the non-cooperative game 
against speculators.

In the long term, the Stability and Growth Pact has to be thoroughly reformed: we 
need better economic governance by giving more power to the European 
Commission in enforcing the new rules. This will lead to better enforcement of the
new SGP rules, using all means necessary. Sovereignty over fiscal policy has to be 
partly given up by individual member countries. This will make politicians able to 
commit themselves to correct enforcement of the Excessive Deficit Procedure.

As always in Europe, a crisis has been necessary to make at more rigorous reform 
possible. Let us hope that European heads of state and government have the political 
will to follow through these recommendations and make the euro area a more 
integrated Economic and Monetary Union under well-functioning economic 
governance.
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